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SAPF Beginners Portraiture Photography Course
Tutor: Toban Darley: Director, TOTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC supplies
Toby developed his portraiture skills early in his career before joining TOTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC supplies
over twelve years ago. Toby’s experience in portraiture photography and now as a director of a major
wholesale / retail photographic supply business makes him uniquely placed to provide guidance on the
theory and practice of portraiture photography especially those just beginning to explore this facet of
photography.
Course:

Three-hour course with an introduction to the theory of portraiture photography
and an emphasis on the practical aspects of achieving good portrait images.

Location:

Total Photographic supplies Studio
10 College Road, Kent Town SA. 5067

Fee:

$80.00. A $20 Discount applies for SAPF affiliated club members.
A further $30 per participant for model hire.

Course outline:
Session One: Saturday 25th November 2017, 8-30am to 12-00 noon
Portraiture Theory: Toby will provide an insight into the area of portraiture
photography designed to assist beginners and amateur photographers to improve
the appeal of their images and to better understand how to photograph their
subjects to achieve quality images.
Portraiture Practice: With encouragement from Toby all participants will be given
the opportunity to put into practice their learnings from the tips and information
identified by Toby in the theory segment of the course. Numbers will be restricted to
ensure each participant will have meaningful one on one interaction with the tutor,
the course assistants and time to work with the professional model.
Tutor: Toban (Toby) Darley
Course Co-ordinator and all enquiries: Sam Savage sapfcoursecoordinator@gmail.com or 0403 253 153
Cost and payments: $80.00, or $60 for SAPF Affiliated Club members. Please Note A further $30 per
participant is charged to cover model fees.
Upon receipt of invoice full payment required promptly by direct deposit or cheque, to secure your
position.
Max. group size is 8
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